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2018: The sitcom “Derry Girls”, set in the 1990s,  

premiered on Channel 4 (Northern Ireland)

FICHE CULTURE ANGLOPHONE
QUE CÉLÈBRE-T-ON CE JOUR-LÀ ?

Derry Girls 
Derry Girls is a British sitcom set in Derry, the second-largest city in Northern Ireland, during the 1990s 
and “The Troubles” – a conflict between Irish Protestants and Catholics over the status of Northern Ireland 
that lasted from the late 1960s to 1998. The show follows five friends as they go through their teenage 
years, attending an all-girls’ Catholic school. The creator of the show, Lisa McGee, has declared that at first, 
she didn’t really want to deal with “The Troubles” and just wanted to depict her time at school. However, 
she realised when writing the show that political conflicts were a huge part of her younger years, and she 
couldn’t leave them out. Except for the school scenes, the show was mostly filmed in Derry. When its first 
episode was released, it became so popular that the second season was almost immediately green-lit. The 
show became the second most successful comedy aired on Channel 4, just behind Father Ted (a huge Irish 
comedy). 

Derry, which is famous for its street art, saw fit to devote a wall to a mural representing the Derry Girls cast. 
The show became so popular that tours are organised to visit filming locations and, of course, the Derry 
Girls mural.

 

Teaching ideas

   LYCÉE – Le village, le quartier, la ville – Have pupils do some research on Derry Girls in groups 
(characters, locations, plot, historical facts…). Ask them to make a tourist brochure for Derry and have them 
include references to Derry Girls, its characters, filming locations, and the mural. 
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